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Photoswitchable semiconductor nanocrystals with
self-regulating photochromic Förster resonance
energy transfer acceptors
Sebastián A. Dı́az1, Florencia Gillanders1,2, Elizabeth A. Jares-Erijman2,z & Thomas M. Jovin1

Photoswitchable molecules and nanoparticles constitute superior biosensors for a wide range
of industrial, research and biomedical applications. Rendered reversible by spontaneous or
deterministic means, such probes facilitate many of the techniques in ﬂuorescence
microscopy that surpass the optical resolution dictated by diffraction. Here we have devised a
family of photoswitchable quantum dots (psQDs) in which the semiconductor core functions
as a ﬂuorescence donor in Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET), and multiple
photochromic diheteroarylethene groups function as acceptors upon activation by ultraviolet
light. The QDs were coated with a polymer bearing photochromic groups attached via linkers
of different length. Despite the resulting nominal differences in donor–acceptor separation
and anticipated FRET efﬁciencies, the maximum quenching of all psQD preparations was
38±2%. This result was attributable to the large ultraviolet absorption cross-section of
the QDs, leading to preferential cycloreversion of photochromic groups situated closer to the
nanoparticle surface and/or with a more favourable orientation.
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P

hotochromic Förster resonance energy transfer (pcFRET) is
a versatile means for creating photomodulatable ﬂuorescent
systems. Using selected irradiation wavelengths a photochrome is reversibly converted between a non-acceptor isomer
(with a small FRET overlap integral) and an acceptor isomer
(with a large FRET overlap integral)1. In the latter case, the
ﬂuorescence of the donor is quenched by FRET and the
conventional FRET formalism can be applied to the donor (D)
and acceptor (A) pair. This concept has been widely applied in
different areas such as optical data storage2, sensors3 and
ﬂuorescence microscopy4. With the aim of developing
new probes for biosensing, our group and others have
implemented pcFRET with nanoparticles, particularly quantum
dots (QDs)5–7.
The multiple advantages of QDs as ﬂuorescent probes—broad
excitation, narrow emission, extreme photostability and high
brightness—account for their widespread application as biosensors8. In many instances, the QDs function as energy donors in
FRET, exhibiting both speciﬁc advantages and disadvantages9.
QDs can be designed with high quantum yields and long-lived
excited-state lifetimes, rendering them efﬁcient as FRET donors9.
A second characteristic of QDs is their relatively large size
(43 nm in diameter) compared with traditional organic dyes4.
This feature potentiates the interaction of QD donors with
multiple FRET acceptors, albeit at the price of greater complexity
and heterogeneity10. The size of QDs also imposes a lower limit
on the proximity of a potential acceptor to the emission dipole,
generally represented as a point centred in the nanoparticle core.
The Förster parameter (R0), the distance at which a given D–A
pair exhibits 50% FRET efﬁciency, is usually in the single-digit
nm range, compared with the radii of derivatized QDs that often
exceed 10 nm. Nonetheless, due to the large effective Stokes shift
resulting from the broad excitation band of QDs, they are optimal
donors for measurements based on sensitized emission; that is, a
convenient wavelength can generally be found that minimizes the
direct excitation of the acceptor11. QDs do not constitute perfect
point dipoles12, are often aspherical and surface charges can affect
the FRET efﬁciency9. The inﬂuence of these variations and other
limitations of the conventional FRET formalism13 are
unpredictable yet generally minor, such that most QD FRET
systems can and are described adequately by the classical
treatments and equations9,14.
In this report, we feature a family of pcFRET constructs in
which the D–A distance (rDA) was varied systematically, with
intriguing, unexpected structural and functional consequences. In
spite of pronounced differences in individual FRET efﬁciencies,
the end-point ultraviolet-photomodulation of psQD ﬂuorescence
was an invariant 38±2%. We attribute this result to FRETinduced cycloreversion, functioning so as to compensate
distance–orientation variations by adjustment of the steady-state
distribution of acceptor groups.
Results
Design of psQD nanoparticles with photochromic acceptors.
The psQDs consisted of a QD FRET donor and a cap of multiple
photochromic (PC) diheteroarylethene FRET acceptors attached to
an amphiphilic comb-like polymer via linkers of variable length
(Fig. 1a). The QDs were commercially available CdSe/CdS/ZnS
core–shell–shell nanoparticles15, and the polymer was based on a
commercially available backbone, poly(isobutylene-alt-maleic
anhydride) (PMA), which allows nucleophilic modiﬁcation of
the anhydride groups. Previous publications from our laboratory
have shown that such a system constitutes a photoswitchable
nanoparticle, denoted as psQD, that can be utilized in
aqueous environments16,17. The particular nanoarchitecture and
2

photophysical properties of the new psQDs resulted in a geometric
arrangement with ‘self-regulating’ FRET properties.
The PC moiety exists as two thermally stable isomers
interchangeable by selective illumination (Fig. 1b). The open
(non-cyclized, non-acceptor) isomer (oPC) has two conformations, parallel and antiparallel, in dynamic equilibrium; only the
antiparallel can photocyclize18. The closed (acceptor) isomer
(cPC) is formed upon ultraviolet irradiation of the oPC form. The
conversion is incomplete because the cPC form also absorbs
ultraviolet light and undergoes cycloreversion. Thus, sustained
exposure to ultraviolet light leads to the attainment of a
photostationary state (PS), deﬁned by a maximal fractional
conversion to cPC, aPS, which depends on the wavelength of the
ultraviolet source (but not its irradiance, which only affects the
kinetics of photoconversion) as well as on the local molecular
microenvironment. The conversion of the isolated or polymerassociated PC selected for these studies was determined
previously for the reference condition of irradiation at 340 nm
in a non-polar solvent. The value obtained, aPS,0 ¼ 0.22,
constitutes an absolute, upper limit for the system in the
absence of external perturbations16. In contrast, cycloreversion
induced by exposure to light in the characteristic cPC absorption
band at 550 nm is quantitative, that is, leading to 100% oPC,
inasmuch as this isomer does not absorb in the visible (Vis)
range. The diheteroarylethene photochromes do not undergo
spontaneous thermal conversion in either direction. Thus, all
combinations of oPC and cPC can be regarded as stationary in
the sense of being stable in the absence of illumination.
psQD preparation and characterization. The ﬁrst-generation
psQDs underwent multiple cycles of photoswitching with
minimal fatigue (degradation)16. The modulation of
ﬂuorescence did not exceed 40%; addition of a second non-PC
acceptor boosted the value to 50%17. In classical FRET systems,
the quenching of the donor can be increased by reducing rDA,
and we sought to exploit this condition to enhance the QD
quenching. A series of photochromic amphiphilic comb-like
polymers were synthesized with pendant PC molecules differing
only in the length of the linker (Fig. 1; Table 1; Methods;
Supplementary Methods). On the basis of our previous studies
of such systems, it was anticipated that the longer linkers would
place the PCs closer to the QD surface, thereby lowering
rDA16,17. All the prepared polymers had comparable PC
concentrations, with 4.5–8% of the polymer chain monomers
modiﬁed by the PC and the majority of the remaining
monomers coupled to alkyl chains19.
An experiment was designed to determine PC, the total number
of PCs per psQD nanoparticle, for the various preparations. The
characterized psQD samples were precipitated by acidiﬁcation and
centrifuged, after which the pellet was dissolved in tetrahydrofuran
(THF), a solvent with which both the polymer cap and the QD
interact preferentially such that the polymer exists as a freely
draining dynamic chain20. Under these conditions the polymerbound PC achieved its natural ultraviolet-induced PS (aPS,0 ¼ 0.22;
Supplementary Fig. 1), enabling the calculation of PC (Table 1). A
decrease in packing efﬁciency had been anticipated for the
polymers with greater backbone modiﬁcation20, PMA 8PCaoc
75C12 serving as the extreme example. In fact, polymers
containing 410% of bulky modiﬁcations such as PCs are unable
to coat nanoparticles.
The rates and extents of photoconversion of oPC to cPC and
the corresponding quenching of the QD emissions were
monitored by both ultraviolet/Vis absorption and ﬂuorescence
spectroscopy following successive pulses of low-intensity ultraviolet (340±10 nm, 1.0 mW cm  2) or Vis (545±10 nm, 6.2 or
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Figure 1 | Photoswitchable QDs with variable separation of the photochromic FRET acceptors. (a) Diheteroarylethenes utilized to synthesize
photochromic amphiphilic comb-like polymers. (b) Schematic of photoswitchable quantum dots and their quenching due to pcFRET. Exposure to
ultraviolet light leads to cyclization, manifested by a new absorption band in the visible, which is reversed by irradiation at that wavelength. Adapted,
with permission, from ref. 16. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society. (c) Extended linkers place the PC acceptor closer to the QD surface, thereby
reducing rDA.

Table 1 | psQD composition.
psQD species
1
2
3
4
5

PC utilized*
PCmNH2
PCalaNH2
PCahxNH2
PCaocNH2
PCadoNH2

Linker length (carbons, Å)w
0, 0
2, 3.7
6, 8.7
8, 11.2
12, 16.2

Polymer compositionz
PMA 6PC 70C12
PMA 6PCala 75C12
PMA 5PCahx 75C12
PMA 8PCaoc 75C12
PMA 4.5PCado 75C12

PC
89±11
77±9
60±8
38±5
59±7

PC, photochrome; PMA, poly(isobutylene-alt-maleic anhydride; psQD, photoswitchable quantum dot.
*For details see Fig. 1, Methods and Supplementary Methods.
wEstimated linker length based on MM2 minimized Chem3D structures; PCmNH2 is considered as zero length. For distances 1.25 Å was added for each additional sp3 carbon to the PCalaNH2 value.
zThe adopted nomenclature follows that previously presented in the literature19; modiﬁcations to the PMA backbone are represented as percentages of anhydride rings coupled with the added molecules.

3.7 mW cm  2) irradiation (Fig. 2). The samples were utilized
after being subjected to multiple photoconversion cycles to
minimize the effect of the inherent, initial photobrightening
generally observed with commercial QDs.
The formation of cPC up to the attainment of the PS was
monitored by DA540 (Fig. 2a). This process was accompanied by a
pronounced quenching of the QD emission, manifested in both
steady-state (Fig. 2b) and time-resolved (ﬂuorescence decay)
(Fig. 2c) measurements. However, whereas the dependence of
photoconversion (cPC/QD) on the total irradiation time was
close to monoexponential (Fig. 2d), the QD quenching was
biphasic, with an initial rapid increase (of quenching) and a
slower progression to a steady-state plateau value (Fig. 2e). This
feature was common to all the psQDs, although the parametric
plot (quench[t] versus cPC[t], Fig. 2f) split the ﬁve preparations

into two main groups, one of which corresponded to the shorter
linkers (0, 2 carbons) and the second to the longer linkers (6–12
carbons). A striking ﬁnding was that in spite of the kinetic
differences, the maximum quenching in the PS, 38±2%, was
independent of the linker length. The mean QD ﬂuorescence
lifetimes changed accordingly (Supplementary Table 1). The PS
also demonstrated a marked decrease in aPS (from 0.19 to 0.07),
which correlated with the increase in PC linker length (Table 2),
in accordance with the expectation that the D–A separation
would decrease for longer linkers, thereby favouring FRET. The
decrease in aPS was not due solely to differences in coating
efﬁciency, inasmuch as the values of PC did not correlate with the
relative changes in aPS.
To rationalize the above observations, we invoked for each
psQD preparation: (1) a degree of heterogeneity in the PC groups
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Figure 2 | Photoconversion and quenching of psQDs. (a) Absorbance spectra of psQD PCalaNH2. (b) Fluorescence spectra of psQD PCalaNH2.
(c) Fluorescence decay of psQD PCalaNH2, excited at 320 nm; emission collected at 550 nm. (d) Evolution of cPC/QD ¼ cPC as a function of ultraviolet
(1.0 mW cm  2) irradiation time. Solid lines: ﬁts to a monoexponential decay function. (e) Quenching of QD ﬂuorescence as a function of ultraviolet
(1.0 mW cm  2) irradiation time. (f) Quenching of QD ﬂuorescence as a function of cPC/QD. The ﬁts to the data in d–f based on equation (2) are given in
Supplementary Fig. 6 and Supplementary Table 2. Error bars correspond to measurement uncertainty and error propagation thereof.

Table 2 | Photoconversion kinetics and photostationary end states of psQDs
PC utilized
PCmNH2
PCalaNH2
PCahxNH2
PCaocNH2
PCadoNH2

103  k 0oc * (s  1)
18±1
26±2
24±1
19±1
14±2

cPCw (PS, THF)
19.5±2.5
17.0±2.0
13.2±1.8
8.3±1.0
12.9±1.6

cPC (PS, SBB)
17.2±0.4
14.2±0.4
6.0±0.3
2.5±0.2
4.2±0.2

Quenching of QD (PS, SBB)
0.37
0.36
0.40
0.38
0.39

aPS (SBB)
0.19±0.02
0.18±0.02
0.10±0.01
0.066±0.01
0.071±0.01

cPC, closed isomer; PC, photochrome; PS, photostationary state; psQD, photoswitchable quantum dot; QD, quantum dot; SBB, 50 mM Na-borate, pH 9.0; THF, tetrahydrofuran.
*Monoexponential ﬁts of cPC conversion with 340-nm irradiation (1.0 mWcm  2); data of Fig. 2d. The kinetic time courses were only approximately monoexponential due to the time-dependent FRET
0
contribution (see text). In the absence of FRET, the photoconversion rate constant koc
¼ k1 þ k2 (see equation (1) and ref. 1).
wPhotoconversion of the polymer extracted from the psQD, that is, with individual molecules in a free state, assuming aPS,0 ¼ 0.22.

and the corresponding cPC populations generated by ultraviolet
irradiation, and (2) a mechanism by which FRET-induced
cycloreversion compensates and thus buffers distance–
orientation variations. In this manner, FRET functions as a
virtual photoselection principle establishing the steady-state
distribution of cPC. These concepts are developed quantitatively
in the following sections. We note that enhanced backconversion
of cPC has been achieved with plasmonic enhancement from gold
nanoparticles and shown to be dependent on the distance from
the nanoparticle surface21,22.
4

pcFRET mechanism in psQDs. We have dealt previously16,17
with the operation of pcFRET in coupled systems of multiple
photochrome acceptors assembled about a central QD donor;
pcFRET dyads have been investigated by others23,24. The
interplay between the photochromic acceptor and QD donor
manifolds is illustrated in Fig. 3.
The unique feature of pcFRET is the additional mechanism for
inducing backconversion (cPC-oPC) via the QD donor. Many
other systems incorporate QD donors and an array of
centrosymmetric acceptors with presumably invariant transfer
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Figure 3 | Photophysical pathways in pcFRET. For simplicity only a single
PC moiety is shown. In psQDs, multiple PCs are operative, each
characterized by a given resonance energy transfer rate kt, depending on
location and orientation relative to the QD core. Photocylization (koc) and
photoreversal (kco) originate from electronic excited states (oPC* and cPC*,
respectively); these quantities differ formally (in deﬁnition) from the rate
constants denoted with the same symbols elsewhere in the text. QD decay
is by emission (kf), non-radiative pathway(s) (knr) and FRET (kt).

cross-sections25. In contrast, the transfer efﬁciency and acceptor
distribution in the psQD pcFRET system varies continuously
during the photochromic transitions. Thus, aPS depends on the
wavelength of the photoconversion light sources in the nearultraviolet, and the capacity of the QD donor to absorb light in
the same region and transfer energy. For a system deﬁned by
speciﬁc geometric D–A relationships (separation, orientation),
the evolution during the kinetic phase of the oPC–cPC
interconversion reaction (Fig. 2d) is described by the following
differential equation for the time-dependent number of closed
form PCs per QD, cPC[t].
cPC0 ½t  ¼ k1  oPC½t   k2  cPC½t   k3 E½t 
k1  kex;oPC Foc ; k2  kex;cPC Fco ; k3  kex;QD Fco
 6
 ð1Þ
R0;  k2
kt ½t 
cPC½t   g
2
; g¼k
¼
E ½t  ¼
6
kd;o þ kt ½t  1 þ cPC½t   g
rDA
The ﬁrst and second terms in equation (1) correspond to the
light-dependent cyclization and ring-opening reactions, respectively, and the third term to FRET-induced ring opening; E[t] is
the time-dependent transfer efﬁciency from the QD donor. The
three kex coefﬁcients are the rate constants for direct excitation
(by light) of the oPC form, the cPC form and the QD,
respectively; they are given numerically by the product of the
respective absorption cross-sections and the irradiances, and thus
vary with wavelength. Foc and Fco are the quantum yields for
ring closure and ring opening, respectively; Foc includes the
fraction (B0.60; Supplementary Methods) of the antiparallel
conformation in the oPC population. kt[t]is the time-dependent
rate constant for QD-cPC FRET, given by the product of PC[t],
the parameter, g, deﬁned as the 6th power of the ratio of the
Förster transfer constant R0 and the D–A separation, rDA; and the
FRET-unperturbed QD excited-state decay rate kd,0. R60 is factored
explicitly into the term, R60;  k2 (lacking k2) with k2 as a
coefﬁcient to accommodate molecular species varying independently in both orientation and D–A separation, while maintaining
the same value of g. Thus, R60;  k2 / Jn  4 Q, where J is the D–A
overlap integral, n the refractive index of the medium in which
transfer occurs (in our case identiﬁed with the polymer coat) and
Q is the donor (QD) quantum yield (0.2) in the absence of FRET.
The invariant R60;  k2 computed for FRET occurring within the
polymer cap of the psQD systems was 4.16 nm6 (Supplementary
Note 1). The issue of distance–orientation coupling is treated in
further detail below. Equation (1) incorporates the assumption
that in the presence of a single donor (the QD) and i identical
acceptors, each with FRET rate kt, the net transfer rate, kt,tot, is
given by i  kt (ref. 26). By deﬁnition, the FRET efﬁciency E[t] is
equivalent to the fractional quenching of the QD donor.

The solution to equation (1) yields the kinetic course of the
reaction initiated by exposure to ultraviolet or Vis light and the
PS established at its conclusion. A number of interesting features
revealed by simulations based on equation (1) are featured in
Supplementary Note 2; Supplementary Fig. 3. However, the
unimodal (single population) model fails to reproduce the very
different time courses of quenching and photoconversion
exhibited by the psQDs, such that a degree of population
heterogeneity with respect to g (and thus in rDA and/or k2) must
be invoked. That is, the rapid initial quenching (Fig. 2e) implies
that the (sub)populations of PC groups with larger values
of g photoconvert faster, albeit to a reduced extent. Both
of these circumstances are attributable to larger values of k3E[t],
which lead to an increase in k0oc and to a corresponding decrease
in aPS.
Explicit consideration of the static acceptor condition. Under
the assumption of an invariable chemical microenvironment
of the PC in the various preparations, the variation in the aliphatic linker length should not affect the inherent photoconversion mechanism. That is, the different psQDs could be considered
as FRET systems with common parameters except for the D–A
separation rDA. However, during the course of this study
it became apparent that another key FRET factor, the orientational distribution of photoconverted cPC acceptors (represented
via k2, the D–A dipole–dipole orientation factor), must be
considered explicitly in quantitative treatments. We have previously utilized the value of 2/3 for k2 generally assumed for
dynamic, rotationally isotropic systems17. However, because
QDs and PC groups are deemed to be immobile on the
photophysical time scale (ns), the appropriate FRET formalism
is that applicable to the ‘static orientational regime’ in which
case it is necessary to consider k2 separately from the other
parameters constituting the Förster constant R60 (see
equation (1)). We have applied concepts and results from
seminal publications of van de Meer and Vogel27–30 to the
analysis of the psQDs. It was apparent that the variation in aPS,
and thus g, was incompatible with a constant E, in view of the
expression given by Vogel et al.30 for the random, isotropic case:
hgi ﬃ hEi=ð1  hEiÞ2 .
QD-based systems differ inherently from the conventional
D–A pairs based on organic molecules in that each successive
excitation of the semiconductor core of the QD generates an
emission dipole that is oriented randomly with respect to any
given, individual acceptor. As a consequence, the applicable value
of k2 requires azimuthal and polar averaging using distinct
orientations of the acceptor absorption dipole with respect to the
D–A separation vector, R, which is colinear with a corresponding
particular radius (assuming spherical centrosymmetry) of the
QD. Our computations based on these notions indicate that the
mean orientation factor, hk2i, can vary between 8/(3p) ¼ 0.85 and
2/(3p) ¼ 0.21, respectively, for an acceptor transition moment
oriented colinear with or perpendicular to R (Supplementary
Note 1). One should note that individual k2 values can lie
6
in the psQD
between 0 and 4 (see Fig. 4.5 in ref. 28), while rDA
systems reported here can probably vary by a factor of B101.5–2.5.
Inclusion of a particular PC group in an acceptor (sub)population
deﬁned by a given operational
value gi requires (only) that it
h

i  1
6
 1 ¼ gi . We
satisfy the condition
1 þ rDA = k2 R60;  k2
stress that whereas the gi are representative of the FRET capability
of speciﬁc subpopulations of acceptors within a psQD, and are
thus invariant once deﬁned by the ﬁts, the mean value hgi
for the psQD as a whole is dependent on the degree of
photoconversion.
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Photoconversion heterogeneity. We now return to the observed
deviation of the QD-quenching functions from monoexponential
behaviour, with large increases at short irradiation times (low cPC
values) and an asymptotic behaviour as the PS is approached
(Fig. 2e). One attributes such behaviour in conventional QD
FRET systems to inherent, static heterogeneity with greater
relative quenching at low valencies31. In the case of the psQDs, it
is necessary to invoke not only a static but also a dynamic (time
dependent) heterogeneity in population mean FRET efﬁciencies,
such that the ﬁnal distribution of cPC groups is incongruous with
that of the total PC population but biased systematically to lower
values of hgi, that is, greater D–A separations and/or lower hk2i.
We have previously considered a simple dual-population
acceptor model for psQD constructs17. In the present study, we
improved data ﬁtting by invoking for each psQD species three PC
subpopulations, i ¼ 1–3 (this choice is discussed below), deﬁned
by the corresponding FRET transfer rates from the QD donor to
the cPC acceptor form (kt,i), expressed via the respective values of
gi. The subpopulations generated by the ﬁtting procedure were
renumbered in order of increasing values of gi. The total numbers
of the PC groups (PCi) of the subpopulations were freely
adjustable, although subject to the requirement that they add up
to the predetermined experimental PC values within their given
statistical range. As noted in the previous section, a given value of
gi can arise from very different combinations of k2 and rDA. In the
differential equation (2), the underlying principle of equation (1)
is extended in that the individual FRET efﬁciencies are coupled,
yielding the following time-dependent relationships for Ei[t], E[t]
(the global transfer efﬁciency), and hgi[t], the time-dependent
mean global value of g.
cPCi ½t gi

Ei ½t  ¼
1þ

n
P

i ¼ 1; 2; 3

cPC i ½t gi

i¼1

n
P

E ½t  ¼

hgi½t  ¼

i¼1

1þ

n
P

cPC i ½t gi

n
P

cPCi ½t gi

cPC i ½t gi

ð2Þ

i¼1

cPC ½t 

i¼1

An important assumption underlying equation (2) is that with i
distinct P subpopulations of acceptors, ni in number,
kt;tot ¼ ni  kt;i . Since there is only a single donor in an
individual psQD, the various decay paths mediated by FRET are
competitive. That is, the instantaneous quenching produced by the
ith acceptor subpopulation, Ei[t], is a function of the other values
Ekai[t], because the energy transfer probabilities are additive. At
equilibrium, the most efﬁcient paths (largest cPCPS,i  gi) lead to the
lowest degree of photoconversion, that is, value of aPS,i.
Furthermore, the net transfer efﬁciency, EPS, and thus QD
quenching, in the PS, is a function of all the PC and g values
(equation (3)). Equation (3) is valid for i ¼ 1–3 subpopulations (via
selection of PCi) and is of general utility for parametric modelling of
psQDs and other related systems based on pcFRET.

2
c0 þ c1 EPS þ c2 EPS
1
¼¼
; EPS ;
Solve 1 þ
1  EPS
ðb1  EPS Þðb2  EPS Þðb3  EPS Þ
ð3Þ
where
k3 =k1
gi
; ai ¼ PCi 
;
k2 =k1  1
k2 =k1  1
c 0 ¼ a 1 b2 b3 þ a 2 b1 b3 þ a 3 b1 b2 ;

a0 ¼

bi ¼ 1 þ a 0  gi ;

c1 ¼  ½a1 ðb2 þ b3 Þ þ a2 ðb1 þ b3 Þ þ a3 ðb1 þ b2 Þ;
c2 ¼ a1 þ a2 þ a3 :
The cPC[t] and quench[t] data for the ﬁve psQD classes
(Fig. 2d–f) were ﬁt by equations (1) and (2) using the
6

ParametricNDSolve and NonlinearModelFit procedures of Mathematica (Wolfram Research), with PCi, gi, and k1, k2 and k3 as the
ﬁtting variables for each psQD. The parameters were to a degree
degenerate since PC is constrained (the values were allowed to
vary within the range given by measured mean±s.d.) and with
aPS,0 ¼ 0.22, the value of k2/k1 was ﬁxed to 3.545. The assumption
was that the PCs were identical in photophysical properties,
regardless of their position within the polymer cap. The detailed
ﬁtting protocols, simulations and results are given in
Supplementary Note 3. Selected ﬁt parameters are presented in
Table 3 and Fig. 4.
The successful ﬁtting procedures validate the choice of a discrete
number of components to represent the heterogeneous population
of PC groups in each class of psQDs. Exploration of other potential
distribution functions, for example a truncated Gaussian, indicated
that the derived global parameters such as hgi were not contingent
on the adoption of a particular model. Due to the 6th power
dependence of g on distance, three components with parameters
freely selectable in the ﬁtting procedure provided sufﬁcient
ﬂexibility to account for the overall psQD performance. Fitting
with a large number of subpopulations yielded parameters without
statistical signiﬁcance. The instantaneous value of the mean
quantity hgi is equal to the derivative of quench[t], that is, the
fractional quenching per unit increment in cPC, and thus
constitutes a measure of what we denote as ‘FRET potency’.
Table 3 presents the values of both hgi0 and hgiPS, while the time
courses from the initial to the PS state are shown in Fig. 4c.
The decrease in FRET protency during the time course of
irradiation underlies the mechanism of energy transfer selfregulation in the psQDs. Qualitatively, it reﬂects the transition
from the maximal achievable rate of photoconversion upon
exposure to ultraviolet light, the ‘substrate’ being the PCs in the
oPC form, to the maximal rate of FRET-induced cycloreversion
in the PS, in which case the corresponding cPC ‘substrate’
concentration is maximal. In terms of the photoconversion
reaction itself, the system shifts from being determined by k1 and
k2 to being dominated by k1 and k3. An important implication is
that one can exploit the very different properties of a given
nanoparticle by judicious selection of the operational condition
(see Discussion).
The values of hgi0, representing the condition under which all
PCs are in the oPC form, were quite different for the various
psQDs, in accordance with the pcFRET theory. That is, the
increase of hgi correlated with greater linker length (smaller rDA),
reﬂecting the anticipated closer proximity of the PC groups to the
QD surface. For example, the PCaocNH2 linker provides a
10-fold higher FRET potency than PCmNH2, an important
distinction for many applications of psQDs. The exemption was
the class 5 psQD PCadoNH2 linker, which was longer than the
alkyl chains of the QD ligands (TOPO, TOP and HDA). We
conclude that the steric nonconformity forced the linker into a
foldback conﬁguration, thereby positioning the terminal PC
group somewhere between the region corresponding to linker
species 3 and 4.
Examination of the subpopulations deﬁned in the ﬁtting
procedure leads to additional insights into the functional
substructure of the psQD preparations. As in the case of the
global parameters of the different psQDs, the values of aPS,i of the
corresponding subpopulations were also inversely related to gi
(Fig. 4a). This feature is also evident in Fig. 4b, featuring the
FRET transfer rate, kt,i/kd,0 ¼ cPCPS,i  gi, of each subpopulation in
the PS. The distribution of FRET transfer activity was biased
towards the subpopulations with lower gi, thereby creating greater
uniformity in the overall system.
Another key parameter that could be derived from the data was
the mean donor–acceptor distance for each class of psQDs.
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Table 3 | Selected results derived from photoconversion analyses.
PC utilized
PCmNH2
PCalaNH2
PCahxNH2
PCaocNH2
PCadoNH2

PCi
20, 61, 19
70, 8, 9
33, 2, 33
21, 3, 9
20, 20, 16

cPCPS,i
4, 13, 0.5
14, 0.3, 0.07
5, 0.2, 0.4
3, 0.05, 0.05
3, 1, 0.1

ci
0, 0.006, 1.0
0.01, 0.7, 3.2
0.03, 0.08, 1.1
0.10, 2.1, 5.8
0.03, 0.3, 2.2

c0
0.19±0.01
0.39±0.01
0.57±0.01
1.8±0.2
0.72±0.03

rDA,0 nm
4.8
4.3
4.1
3.4
3.9

cPS
0.034
0.038
0.110
0.25±0.01
0.14±0.01

rDA,PS nm
6.5
6.4
5.3
4.6
5.1

cPC, closed isomer; DA, donor–acceptor; PC, photochrome; PS, photostationary state.
The indicated ranges correspond to s.e. values from the measurements, ﬁts and error propagation thereof. See text for explanation of individual parameters.
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Figure 4 | Parameters for the three subpopulation of the ﬁve psQD classes. (a) aPS,i, subpopulations numbered in order of gi. (b) Corresponding
normalized transfer rates of the acceptor subpopulations. Note that kt;i =kd;0 ¼ cPCPS;i  gi : (c) Temporal evolution of ‘FRET potency’, hgi, as a function
of ultraviolet (irradiance 1.0 mW cm  2) irradiation time. (d) Derived time-dependent apparent D–A separation rDA as a function of ultraviolet
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Equation (4) provides an estimate of rDAbased on the mean global
FRET parameter hgi[t] at any point during the time course of
photoconversion.
rDA ½t ¼

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
6
hk2 iR60;  k2 hgi½t  1

ð4Þ

A midrange value of hk2i ¼ 5/(3p) ¼ 0.53 and R60;  k2 ¼ 4:16 nm6
were utilized to compute the initial and PS values of rDA
(Table 3). The computed distances were compatible with the
radius of the QD (3 nm) as well as the assembled psQD in
solution, previously determined as 7 nm (ref. 17). According to
these estimates, the ‘furthermost’ PCs, located on the outer edge
of the coated psQD, were in PCmNH2 while those of PCaocNH2
were closest to the QD surface. The absolute and relative changes,
as well as the rates characterizing the time dependence of rDA[t],
differed between the psQD preparations in a manner compatible
with considerations presented earlier and the clustering evident in
Fig. 2f. However, we note that the shifts in the calculated
distances between rDA,0 and rDA,PS within the psQD preparations
were in the range of 1.2–2.1 nm, values generally larger than those
encompassed by the linkers (0.0–1.6 nm). We rationalize this

ﬁnding by invoking distance-coupled orientational selection
according to which hk2i also varied in time.
The quantum yields of photochromism were also determined
from the various ﬁt parameters, including those derived from the
kinetics of cycloreversion induced by irradiation at 540 nm.
Values of 0.3±0.1 (s.d.) were obtained for both cyclization
(including the factor for the antiparallel oPC fraction) and
cycloreversion. These quantum yield estimates are higher than
those we reported previously16.
Analysis of other photoswitchable semiconductor nanocrystals.
We have studied structural and compositional variables of other
photoswitchable nanoparticles to test the validity of the model
proposed for psQDs.
A photochromic polymer (PMA 8PCaoc 75C12) was coated
onto a batch of expired (over a year past expiration date) QDs,
which had lost 480% of their initial luminescence
(Supplementary Fig. 2). It is unclear whether the effect was
homogenous or heterogeneous in the population of nanoparticles;
however, this consideration does not affect the interpretation of
the results. It was assumed that the QD parameters other than the
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decreased quantum yield were unchanged. For example, coating
the expired QDs occurred readily, as with the original QDs,
implying that they had neither aggregated nor shed excess surface
ligands. The expired sample had a faster cyclization rate k0oc
(0.037±0.001 s  1) and a higher aPS (0.17 compared with 0.07;
Table 2) than the psQDs with higher quantum yields
(Supplementary Fig. 2), a result supporting the attribution of a
dominant inﬂuence of QD-mediated pcFRET (k3, E) on the
cycloreversion of cPC.
Another ﬂuorescent semiconductor nanocrystal (Series A plus
560 nm, CAN GmbH, Hamburg), elongated CdSe/CdS core–shell
nanorods (24 nm length, 4.6 nm diameter) with higher extinction
coefﬁcients (e340 5,500; e400 4,000; e540 227 mM  1 cm  1),
provided an additional test for the proposed psQD model. The
quantum rods (QRs) had an emission spectrum similar to that of
the original QDs (Figs 2b and 5b). They were coated and puriﬁed
in a similar manner as the psQDs, eluting earlier from the sizeexclusion chromatography column due to their larger size. The
resultant photoswitchable nanorods (psQR) differed physically
from the psQDs in having a rod shape and a sixfold increase in
surface area. The pcFRET properties were also different:
PC ¼ 125±20, R0 ¼ 6.0 nm (utilizing a 2/3 estimation for hk2i
and a higher quantum yield), and an emission source no longer
representable as a single point dipole at the crystal centre. The
polymer coating of the psQR necessarily lacks radial symmetry
such that detailed evaluations of k2 are difﬁcult. However, the

predictions of equations (1)–(3) were fulﬁlled in that the psQR
showed lower values of aPS (PCalaNH2, 0.10 to PCaocNH2, 0.02)
and corresponding EPS (0.25 to 0.15). As an example, the psQR
prepared with PCadoNH2 polymer had aPS,0 ¼ 0.04 and
EPS ¼ 0.15, implying a 19-fold increase in k3/k1, a value close to
the 16-fold larger extinction coefﬁcient of the QR.
Since backconversion due to FRET limited the quenching of
the QD, a system was designed in which the nanoparticle was
coated with a pre-irradiated photochromic polymer. This strategy
shifted aPS (and thus EPS) to larger values than were achievable in
the ultraviolet-induced PS state of the psQDs. The QRs were
selected for this experiment since they exhibited increased
stability, less photobrightening and higher brightness than the
QDs. Two psQR samples were prepared with the PMA 6PCala
75C12 polymer at the same time and under the same conditions,
including protection from light (except red), to avoid photoconversion during puriﬁcation. One sample was irradiated before
coating so as to achieve aPS,0 (0.22) while the other had all PC
groups in the open form, thus corresponding to a ¼ 0. After
puriﬁcation the ﬂuorescence and absorbance of the samples were
measured, and they were then exposed to pulses of either
ultraviolet or Vis light (Fig. 5).
The psQR with a ¼ 0 exhibited the expected characteristics:
ultraviolet irradiation led to a quenching of the psQR by 25±3%
and Vis irradiation restored the ﬂuorescence to the initial state.
The sample exhibited photobrightening and served as a control,
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allowing for the normalization in Fig. 5b–d. The pre-irradiated,
(aPS ¼ 0.22) psQR had an initial ﬂuorescence of only 2–5%
(95–98% quenching) and increased in intensity upon irradiation
with either Vis or ultraviolet light. After restoring the open form
with green-light irradiation, the 100% reference ﬂuorescence of
the QR was observed, but it was not possible to achieve complete
quenching during subsequent cycling (Fig. 5d). Ultraviolet
irradiation also increased the ﬂuorescence intensity of the preirradiated sample, but only until the aPS value was obtained, at
which point Vis light was required to regenerate 100%
ﬂuorescence (Fig. 5c). Absorbance measurements and polymerstripping experiments indicated that the maximum number of
cPC was 17, and that a decreased from an intial value of 0.21 to
0.10 after exposure to light.
By pre-irradiating the PC acceptors and then coating the QR, we
succeeded in bypassing the self-regulation of the system imposed
by FRET, thereby achieving a much higher fractional conversion to
the cPC form, as well as exploiting the higher FRET potency of g0
compared with hgiPS. Upon cycling, this circumstance could no
longer be achieved, such that quenching was ﬁnite. The preirradiation strategy allows the development of a completely
photoactivatable QD probe inasmuch as the diheteroarylethenes
lack thermal backconversion. This circumstance is similar to other
caged ﬂuorescence QDs presented in the literature, with which the
destruction32 or release33,34 of the quencher decages the QD. Our
system presents the additional advantages that the initial
ﬂuorescence increase can be realized with a broad range of
excitation wavelengths o550 nm, and that upon dequenching the
sample can still undergo photomodulation. The samples in Fig. 5
were measured 3 days after preparation, but others stored up to a
month showed a similar response.
Discussion
A key ﬁnding of this study is that in the ultraviolet-induced PS
the photomodulation of psQD by pcFRET is operationally
distance independent. The ultraviolet light used to photocyclize
the PC to the cPC form excites the QD, which transfers energy to
a pre-existing cPC acceptor and drives it back to the oPC
conformation. Photocyclization is unaffected by FRET, while
cycloreversion is highly dependent on the FRET efﬁciency and
cPC content. In the other PS achieved by exposure to Vis light,
the PCs exist exclusively in the open, acceptor-incompetent form
because photocyclization is excluded. Under this condition, the
‘FRET potency’, expressed as fractional QD quenching per extent
of acceptor photoconversion, can be substantially accentuated by
increasing linker length, that is, by ‘engineering (reducing)’ rDA.
Thus, the psQD family members of this study differ under one
condition but not the other.
The relative contribution of cycloreversion to the reaction under
ultraviolet irradiation increases as a progresses from 0 (all PCs in
the oPC form) to aPS in the PS state, due in part to the large
discrepancy in extinction coefﬁcients of the various molecular
species at 340 nm (e, mM  1 cm  1: QD, 342; oPC, 2.0; cPC, 9.1).
Thus, in psQDs the single QD donor undergoes 2–4 more cycles of
excitation per unit time than the entire ensemble of PC groups.
FRET ‘photoselection’ can also be regarded as a means for using
light to selectively nanoposition distinct chemical groups (in this
case oPC and cPC) on the surface of a nanoparticle. That is, while
the distribution of the PCs as a whole is determined by groundstate chemistry, that of the cPC subpopulation depends on
photonic principles and photochemistry.
As FRET increases, the QD emits fewer photons (is more
quenched), yet the content of cPC groups, that is, the operational
acceptors, is also reduced. Quenching is independent of the D–A
distance as long as the QD absorbance is considerably higher than

that of the total oPC content at the irradiation wavelength. It
follows that the development of novel FRET-based photomodulatable probes requires consideration of more than the D–A
spectral overlap and rDA, inasmuch as the rate constants
for the forward and reverse reactions at the conversion
wavelength(s) affect the kinetics and extent of quenching in a
complex manner.
Expanding the dynamic range (achieving greater quenching) in
the psQD system requires larger values of aPS,0, and thus a
reduction in k2/k1 [aPS,0 ¼ (1 þ k2/k1)  1] and/or in k3/k1. These
aims can be achieved by optimizing (i) the choice of PC (greater
oPC absorption cross-section, lower quantum yield of cycloreversion); (ii) nanoparticle composition, size and shape; and/or (iii)
the ultraviolet photoconversion wavelength. Increasing PC, the
ostensibly most obvious way to promote greater quenching, is
limited by the ﬁnite amount of polymer that can bind irreversibly
to the QD as well as by the necessity of maintaining PC
modiﬁcation of the polymer to o10% to ensure successful
transfer of the the QD to an aqueous medium. We have
demonstrated that capping with a pre-irradiated polymer can
create virtually completely quenched QDs, which can serve as
binary photoactivatable cellular probes. Numerous approaches
for achieving spatial and as well as temporal super-reresolution
can be considered on the basis of the principles applied in the
existing psQD constructs.
Polymer modiﬁcation and capping is extremely versatile in
other ways. One can envision numerous extensions of the system
featured in this report, for example, the use of other PC
groups and modalities: PCs with a ﬂuorescent cPC form35;
chemically gated PCs36; invisible (blue-shifted cPC) PCs37;
multicolour PCs38; and enantioselective photochromism39. The
capabilities offered by other photonic strategies directed at the
distinct ‘writing, reading, erasing’ functions of psQDs (or more
generally photoswitchable nanoparticles) are extensive:
simultaneous or alternating40 wavelengths for photoconversion
and monitoring, which permit biasing the system at any desired
PS-operating point; switching between low and high irradiance
regimes to achieve saturation for enhancing/suppressing FRET41
and/or resolution42; multiphoton cycloreversion43; and lock-in
detection for enhancing contrast and selectivity in microscopy44,
thus exploiting the distinctive ‘FRET potencies’ achievable by
engineering the polymer-linker cap. The latter feature constitutes
a means for implementing a single-spectrum barcode.
Methods
Synthesis. The PC and photochromic comb-like polymers were synthesized as

previously described in the literature20,45 (for details see Supplementary Methods).

psQD preparation. The psQD preparation was slightly modiﬁed from that
reported in the literature19,46. The QDs (Series A CSS 540 nm QDs, CAN GmbH)
were precipitated from the solvent by a procedure supplied by the manufacturer
and resuspended in anhydrous CHCl3. A solution of the photochromic polymer
was prepared in CHCl3 (B10 mg ml  1) and added to a QD or QR solution in a
glass ﬂask in a previously determined optimum proportion (1 mg polymer per
B900 pmol of the nanoparticle). The solution was mixed at 65 °C for 2 h, after
which the solvent was slowly evaporated. The dry sample was resuspended in an
excess of 50 mM SBB and stirred slowly overnight.
psQD puriﬁcation. Sample puriﬁcation was realized by ﬁltration with 0.2-mm
inorganic ﬁlters, after which the solutions were concentrated to B1 mM using
Amicon 100-kDa cutoff ﬁlters (Millipore) and a 50 mM Na-borate, pH 9.0 buffer.
Injections of 20 or 50 ml (depending on concentration) were applied to a Superdex
200 analytical column (GE Healthcare Life Sciences) in an HPLC system with
ultraviolet–Vis detection. Elution was with 50 mM Na-borate, pH 9, starting with a
ﬂow of 50 ml min  1 for 3 min and then 20 ml min  1. The average run time was
70 min. The QD fraction was collected in the 45-min range, while the QR fraction
was collected at 42 min. In some cases a second injection was required to obtain the
desired purity.
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The relevant molar extinction coefﬁcients (e, mM  1 cm  1 at 340 nm) are: QD,
342; oPC, 2.0; cPC, 9.1. At 540 nm, e (mM  1 cm  1) of cPC ¼ 17.5.
Polymer stripping. An aliquot of each psQD (150 ml) was acidiﬁed by addition of
1 N HCl (25 ml, ﬁnal pH 2) and left to aggregate overnight at room temperature.
The samples were then centrifuged at 12,000 r.p.m. for 4 min, obtaining a pellet.
The supernatant was separated and the pellet was then dissolved in an equivalent
volume of THF. The sample was allowed to settle for 2 h to eliminate scattering due
to micelle formation, after which photoconversion of the polymer was measured as
stated above.
Measurements. Measurements were carried out as reported previously16. A
custom-built absorption/ﬂuorescence spectrometer with built-in photoconversion
capabilities was utilized for the expired QD and some of the pre-irradiated
measurements35.
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